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IJIEI addresses a new discipline dedicated to interdisciplinary
research on artificial intelligence, cognitive science, intelligent
control, machine learning, information technology and chaos
theory. Intelligent engineering informatics can be seen as an
emerging science supporting engineering management
activities using computational intelligence, soft computing
and knowledge reasoning techniques. IJIEI highlights new
techniques and systems using the cognitive and intelligent
paradigms mentioned above. It will therefore particularly
highlight intelligence and knowledge as well as engineering
applications.
Topics covered include:
• Artificial immune systems and swarm
intelligence systems
• Autonomous agents, autonomy-oriented
computation, multi-agent systems
• Chaos theory and intelligent control systems
• Computational intelligence and soft
computing
• Cognitive systems
• Knowledge discovery and ontology
engineering
• Evolutionary computation and
DNA/cellular/molecular computing
• Fault detection, fault analysis and
diagnostics
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• Human-computer
interaction, virtual reality in engineering
applications
• Information storage, security, integrity,
privacy and trust
• Machine vision and image processing
• Pattern recognition, speech recognition and
synthesis
• Rough sets and granular computing
• Social/engineering intelligence, web
intelligence/mining
• Ubiquitous, grid and high performance
computing
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